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ANSWBR
Respondent Stephen F. Huchko ("Huchko"), by counsel and pursuant

to

the

Rules of the National Futur.es Association ('NFA"), hereby files his Answer

to

the

Complaint by the Business Conduct Committee of the NFA filed against him'

ALLEGATIONS

IURISDICTION

1.

At all timee relevant to this Complaint, Winclsor was an NFA Member

introducing broker ("I8") located in Boca Raton, Florida.
ANSWBR: Huchko admits the allegations in this paragraph.

At all times relevant to this Complaint Huchko and Campise

were

principals and associated persons ('APs') of Windsor and NFA Associates, and
Silverman and Niman were APs of Windsor and NFA Associates.
ANSWER: Huchko admits the allegatione in this paragraph'
BACKGROUND

3.

Currently, Windsor only employs a handful of APs. However, when
Windsor started doing business, it had approximately 30 APs, The decrease in the
number of APs working at Windsor ie due, in part, to the recent revocation of the
registrations of five of Windsor's APs, including Silverman and Nimary for
misrepresenting that English was not their primary language in older to receive
additional time to complete the Series 3 examination.

ANSWER: Huchko admits that Windsor had approximately 30 APs when it
began doing business. Huchko admits that Windsor employed less than 30 APs at the

time NFA filed its complaint on April 21, 2010, but further states that Windsor

has

settled this BCC matter, withdrawn its registratiory and therefore employs no APs at
this time. Huchko admits that the regis8ations of five APs employed by Windsor were

revoked, but denies that such revocations are relevant to any of the rule violations
alleged herein against Huchko. Huchko lacks sufficient information to admit or deny

the details related to allegations regarding the basis Ior NF.,{s registration revocation of

Alexander

M. Silverman ("Silverman") and Nabil Paul Niman ("Niman"), and

accordingly denies those allegations and calls for strict proof thereof.

4.

In November

200% Windsor triggered

NF,{s Enhanced Supervisory

Requirements because 27o/o of the fitm's APs, including Huchko, had previously
worked at a Disciplined Firm, viz., Globa1 Trading Center, which NFA permanently
barred from NFA membership for sales fraud and trade practice abuses. Windsor
requested a waiver from the Enhanced Supetvisory Requirements, but NFA's Waiver
Committee denied the request.

ANSWER: Huchko admits that in November 2009, Windsor triggered NFA's
Enhanced Supervisory Requirements because 27Yo of the firm's APs, including Huchko,

had previously worked at the Disciplined Firm, Global Trading Center, but
aflirmatively states that Huchko was not involved in the alleged abuses claimed against
Global Trading Center that 1ed to the disciplinary action. Huchko affirmatively denies

any implication that his previous affiliation with Global Ttading Center necessarily
gives rise to, or is relevant to, any of the rule violations alleged agairut Huchko herein'

Huchko admits that Windsor requested a waiver from the Enhanced Supervisory
Requirements, and that NFA denied such request.

5.

In addition to working at Global Trading Center, Huchko, and many of
Winclgor's APs, also previously worked at Pioneer Commodities LLC ("Pioneer"). In
the summer of 2009, Pioneer essentially ceased doing business, and most of its APs
transferred to Windsor, which had the same office address as Pioneer, according to
NFA's Online Registration System ("ORS"). At that time, NFA had an ongoing
investigation of Pioneer and its AP/principal, Anthony S. Bobba ("Bobba"), which had
uncovered setious reglshation and supervision violations on the pafi of Pioneer and
Bobba.

ANSWBR: Huchko admits that in addition to working at Global Trading Cenier,
he and many of Windsor s APs, also previously worked at Pioneer Commodities, LLC

("Pioneer"), but denies any implication that his previous affiliation with Pioneer would
give rise to, or is relevant to any of the rule violations alleged against Fluchko herein.

Huchko lacks inJormation sufficlent to admit or deny allegations regarding Pioneer's
business after his departure, and accordingly denies those allegations and calls for stdct

proof thereoL Huchko lacks infolmation sufficient to admit or deny allegations

regarding internal details

of NFA's

investigations

with

resPect

to

Pioneer, and

accordingly denies those allegations and calls for strict proof thereof.

6.

NFA decided to conduct an unannounced audit of Windsor, the primary
purpose of which was to determine Bobba's roIe, if any, at Windsor - which Proved to
be that of an undisclosed principai who exercised a controlling influence over the firm.
NFA's audit of Windsor also found instances where Windsor APs recommended trades
to customers aimed at maximizing Windsor's commissions while offering no financial
benefit to the customers. In {act, in at least one instance, Windsot's recommended trade
acfually doomed a customer to an automatic loss.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding internal decislons related to NFA

audig the internal lindings of NFA's

investigations, and the basis therefor, and accordingly denies those allegations and calls

for sfrict proof thereof. Huchko denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph, and
denies that he violated any NFA lules,

7. In additiory NFA's audit found that Windsor Jailed to maintain complete
books and records, failed io meet its minimum adjusted net capital ('ANC")
requirement, and - together with Huchko - failed to disclose information to NFA about
customer complaints received by Windsor or supervise the trade recommendations that
Windsoy's APs made to customers. These deficiencies are alleged in detail below.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks inlormation sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding the internal findings of NFA's investigation and the basis therefor, and
accordingly denies those allegations and calls Jor strict proof thereof. Huchko denies
the remaining allegations in this paragraph and denies that he violated any NFA Rules.

APPLICABLE RULES

8.

NFA Compliance Rule 2-2(f) provides that no Member or Associate shall
willfuily submit materially false or misleading inlormation to NFA or its agents.

ANS{EB: Huchko admits that NFA

has accurately characterized the relerenced

Compliance Rule, but denies that he violaied this Rule.

9.

NFA Compliance Rule 2-4 provides that Members and Associates shall
observe high standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade
in the conduct of their commodity futures business.
ANSWER: Huchko admits that NFA has accurately characterized the referenced
Compiiance Rule, but denies that he violat'ed this Rule'

NFA Compliance Rule 2-9(a) provides, in pertinent part, that each
Member shall diligently supervise its employees and agents in the conduct of their

10.

activities for or on behalf of the Member.

ANSI4IEB: Huchko admits that NFA has accurately characterized the referenced
Compliaace Ru1e, but denies that he violated this Rule.

17.

NFA Compliance Rule 2-10(a) requires that each member shall maintain
adequate books and records necessary and appropriate to conduct lts business
including, without limitatiorg the records required to be kept under Commodity
Futures Trading Commission ('CFTC") Regulations 1.18 and 1'32 through 1.37 for ihe
period required under CFTC Regulation 1.31.

ANSWER: Huchko admits that NFA has accumtely char acte zed the referenced
Compliance Rule, but denies that he violated this Rule.

12.

NFA Registration Rule 208 provides, in pertinent part/ ihat an applicant
for registration as an IB must comPly with the plovisiors ol Ruie 20A@)Q) for each
individual who is a prlncipal o{ the applicant at the time the applicant files its
application for rcgistration,

ANSWER: Huchko admits that NFA has accumtely characterized the referenced
Registration Rule, but denies that he violated this Rule.

13,

NFA Financial Requirements Section 4 requires that any Member {utures
E

corrunission merchant or IB who violates any of CFTC Regulations '1.10,'J"'!2' 1'16,1"17
or 1.20 tfuough 1.30 shall be deemed to have violated an NFA requirement.

ANSWER: Huchko admits that NFA has accurately characterized the referenced
Financial Requirement, but denies that he violated this Requitement.

14.

NFA Flnancial Requirements Section 5(a) requires, in pertinent Pa{t that
an IB must maintain ANC of at least $45,000.
ANSWER: Huchko admits that NFA has accurately characterized the referenced
Financial Requirement, but deniee that he violated this Requirement.

COUNTI
VIOLATION OF NFA REGISTRATION RULE 208 AND NFA COMPLIANCE RULE
2-2(fl: FAILING TO LIST BoBBA AS A PRINCIPAL oF WINDSOR AND
PROVIDING FALSE INFORMATION TO NFA REGARDING BOBBA'S ROLE AT
WINDSOR AND COMPENSATION PAID TO BO.BBAI

15.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 8 and 12 are realleged

as paragraph 15.

ANSWER: Huchko incorporates by refelence his responses to the allegations in
paragraphs 1-14 above.

116. During NFA's audit of Windsor, Huchko

and Campise provided NF,{s
audit team with conflicting inJormation regarding Bobba's role at Windsor. When the
audit team first arrived unannounced at Windsor, Huchko told the audit team that
Bobba was not in the office at the time, but would be in later that afternoon, Shortly
thereafter, when speaking to Campise outside of Huchko's presence, Campise told NFA
that Bobba no longet maintained an office at Windsor. However, aPproximately two
hours later, Bobba arrived at Windsor and proceeded to work for the remainder oI the
afternoon in an office he shared with Huchko.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding NFA's interviews with Gina Marie Campise ("Campise") and the findings of
those interviews, and accordingly denies those allegations and calls for ehict proof

thereol Huchko admits that he in{ormed NFA's audit team that Anthony S. Bobba
('Bobba") no longer maintained an office at the same location as Windsov. Huchko

affirmatively states that any work Bobba per{ormed while present at the Windsor
offices at any time was unrelated

to any business that would requile registration.

Huchko denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph.

17. NFA asked Huchko to explain the arrangement between Windsor and
Pioneer and why so many of Pioneey's brokers had transferred to Windsor. Huchko
told NFA that Bobba wanted to downsize his operations and had been concerned about
the amount of time it was taking NFA to approve Pionee/s IBI status. According to
what Huchko told NFA" he and Bobba are good friends, which was why they agreed to
the arrangement that Pioneer's brokers would become Windsor brokers. Huchko
represented to NFA that Bobba was not compensated in any way for this arrangement.
To verify this claim of Huchko's, NFA requested Huchko and Bobba to produce all
personal, Iirm, and lirm affiliates' bank records, as well as their 2007 and 2008 tax
returns.
ANSWER: Huchko generally admits that he discussed the relationship between
Windsor and Pioneer with NFA auditors. Huchko denies that any of the statements
made in these discussions indicate any rule violations by Huchko' Huchko also admits

that NFA asked him to provide personai financial information. Huchko lacks
information suf{icient to admit or deny allegations regarding requests made to Bobba,
and accordingly denies those allegations and calls for strict proof thereof.

18, In response to NFA's request, Huchko and Bobba's attorney advised NFA
that, contrary to Huchko's earlier representatiorL there was a verbal profit sharing
agrcement between Huchko and Bobba, under the tel'ms of which Huchko agreed, for a
period of eighteen months, to pay Bobba 90% of the profits of Windsor paid to Huchko,
"in consideration of the transfer of the [Pioneer's] accounts and the brokers," Pursuant
to this agreemen! Huchko paid Bobba over $70O000 from mid-March to July 2009,
which seems highly excessive considering that Bobba did not really transfer anything of
significant value to Windsor, i.e., Bobba had no power to trarsfer Pioneer's APs io
Windsor as these APs were free agents who could go to whatever firm they pleased.

Moreovet Pioneer's book of business - 37 customer accounts - was not nearly
substantial enough to warrant the large Payments Huchko made to Bobba especially
since nearly one-quarter oI these accounts closed within a few months of being
transfered to Windsor.

ANSWBR: Huchko admits that his attorney informed NFA that a verbal profit
sharing agreement existed between Bobba and him, under which Huchko agreed, for a

period of eighteen months, to pay Bobba 90% of the ptofite of Windsor paid io Huchko.
Huclrko denies that this representation is contrary to any previous representation made
by Huchko, Huchko admits that certain payments were made to Bobba pursuant to this
agreement from mid-March to july 2009. Huchko lacks information suflicient to admit

or deny

allegations regarding NFA's beliefs

with respect to such payment,

and

accordingly denies those allegations and cal1s for skict proof thereof. Huchko admits
the details alleged related to Pioneer's book of business. Huchko denies the implication

thai the arlangement related to the sale of such business constitutes a rule violation by
Huchko.

79,

In response to NFA's document request, Huchko eventually provided
NFA with most of the documents NFA had requested with the exception of his tax
retums. Bobba, however, refused to cooperate with NFA s invesfigation, ol provide
NFA with the documents NFA requested from him. As a result of Bobba's {ailure to
cooperate with NFA, NFA issued a Complaint against Bobba in December 2009
charging him with violations of NFA Compliance Rule 2-5. A hearing in the Bobba case
is scheduled for Juiy 2010,

ANSWER: Huchko admits that in response to NFA's document request, he
provided NFA wiih the documents NFA had requested" except for his tax returns,
Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations regarding NFA's

dealings with Bobba or the BCC action described hereiry and accordingly denies those
allegations and calls Ior strict proof thereof.

20.

After performing a detailed review of the documents that Huchko
produced to NFA, NFA noted that Huchko's payments to Bobba were hat'dly ever
direct but, instead, were made through an intricate series of transactions which seemed
designed to obfuscate if not conceal these payments. For example, ovel a one-week
period in June 2009, Huchko paid $143,000 to Bobba thlough a series of transfers
starting with a transfer of Iunds ftom Windsor's payroll account to Huchko's personal
bank account, then a transfer to the bank account of Stephen Huchko, Inc, (an entity
controlled by Huchko), and linally a trans{er {rom that account to A2B Enterprises.
NFA asked Huchko about A2B Enterprises, and he said it was Bobba's company'
Huclrko told NFA that he chose to pay A2B Enterprises out of his Personal account
instead oI paying Bobba directly out of a Windsor account because "that's just how we
[he and Bobba] had it set up."

ANSWER: Huchko lacks inJolmation sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding NFA's review of the documents produced by Huchko, or the findings of that

review, and accordingly deny those allegations and calls for strict Proof thereof.
Huchko affirmatively denies that the payment structure to Bobba was designed to
obfuscate anything. Huchko generally admits the contents of fhe referenced discussion

with NFA, but affirmatively

states that the sununary

paragraph does not accurateiy reflect the
statement made

o{ such interview in this

fuil interview. Huchko denies that

in the interview, or that the payment arangement detailed

any

above,

gives rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

2T.

NFA subsequently received an anonymous phone call from an individual
who identified himself as a former broker of Pioneer. The caller told NFA that Bobba
was one of three individuais who ran Windsor's operations behind the scenes. The
caller said that Michael Savitsky ("Savitsky") and Justin Schumm ("Schumm") - who
were uruegisterable due to past criminal and regulatory actions -were the other
individuals, besides Bobba, who were behind Windsols operations. Schumm was
present at Windsor's offices during NFA's audit and was, putportedly, in charge of

human resoutces and business development at Windsor.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks inIormation suflicient to admit or deny allegations
regarding NFA's receipt of any anonymous phone call or the content of that phone call,
and accordingly denies those allegations and calls for strict proof thereof. Furthermorg

Huchto specifically denies the truth oJ the alleged contents of those calls' Huchko
adrnits that Justin Schumm ("Schumm") was present at Windsor's offices during NFA s

audits and that Schumrn was in charge of human tesources and business development
at Windsor, Huchko denies any implication that Schumm or Savitsky were required to
have been registered as a principal of Windsor.

22.

In a subsequent conversation, the anonymous caller claimed Huchko was
acting as a "stick man" fot Bobba, Savitsky and Schumm, and that they received a
portion of Windsoy's profits, The caller also stated that he believed the profits of the
firm were being funneled from Huchko to Bobba, who in turn paid Savitsky and
Schumm.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding NFa s receipt of any anonymous phone calls or the content of those phone
calls, and accordingly denies those ailegations and calls for strict proof theteof. Huchko

specifically denies the truth oI the alleged contents of those cails.

23,

NF,{s audit discovered other evidence that Huchko was merely a ftont

man at Windeor and that Bobba and others were the real power behind the firm. For
example, Windsor customer Eugene Roberge ("Roberge") toid NFA that he phoned
Windsor and complained to AP Silverman about the trading in his account and that
9ilvermary in an attempt to resolve Roberge's compiaint, had Roberge speak with
"Anihony," whom Silverman identi{ied as the owner of Windsor.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks infolmation sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regalding alleged "other evidence" or'the internal findings ol NFA'o investigations, and
10

accordingly d.enies those allegations and calls (or strict proof
specifically denies the

thereof.

Huchko

truth of these alleged findings by NFA. Huchko

information sulficient to admit or deny allegations regarding

a call

lacks

with NFA related to

the way in which Silverman handled Eugene Roberge's ("Roberge") phone call, and

further states that any misstatement by Silverman regarding the owner of Windsor does
not give rise to any rule violations by Huchko. Huchko fur.ther denies that Bobba was
the "owner" of Windsor.

24,

Based on the Ioregoing circumstances, Windsor should have listecl Bobba

as a principal of the firm but it lailed to do so. Moreover; Windsor and Huchko
provided false information to NFA about the compensation paid to Bobba and, together
with Campise, also provided false information to NFA legarding Bobba's role at
Windsor.

ANSI{ER: Huchko denies the allegations contained in this paragraph,

25,

By reason of the foregoing acts and omissions, Windsor is charged with
violations of NFA Registration Rule 208 and Windsor, Huchko and Campise are
charged with violations of NFA Compliance Rule 2-2(f),

ANSI4IER: Huchko denies that he violated the Compliance Rule

anct

Registration Rule referenced in this paragraph and calls for strict proof thereof,

COUNT

II

VIOLATION OF NFA COMPLIANCE RULE 2-4: FAILING TO UPHOLD HIGH
STANDARDS OF COMMERCIAL HONOR AND JUST AND EQUITABLE
PRINCIPLES OF TRADE BY ENGAGING IN DECEPTIVE TRADING PRACTICES
DESIGNED TO GENERATE COMMISSIONS FOR WINDSOR TO THB
DETRIMBNT OF CUSTOMERS AND ENGAGING IN FRAUDULENT TRADING
ACTIVIry IN WINDSOIYS BRROR ACCOUNT.

26.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 7 and 9 are realleged as

paragraph 26.
11

ANSWER: Huchko incorpolates by relerence his responses to the allegations in
paragraphs L-25,

27.

NFA's Interpretive Noiice, entitied "Commissions, Fees and Other

Charges," makes clear that a Member who recommends transactions or strategies to
retail customere to increase the amount of commissions and fees generated, without
serving any economic or other purPose for the customers, violates high standatds of
commertial honor and just and equitable principles of h'ade. As des*ibed below,
Wirrdsols trade recommendations, which largely relied on option spreads, generated
large commissions for Windsor, but were detrimental to Windso/s customels' Not only
was it difficult for customers to overcome the commission and fee charges to achieve a
net profit/ but abusive trade practices employed by the firm and sorne of its APs
enabled them to line their pockets at the customets' expense. As such, Windsor failed to
observe high standards of comrnercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade,
ln apparent violation of NFA Comp.liance Rule 2-4,

ANSWER: Huchko states that the referenced Interpretive Notice speaks for
itself, but denies that he violated the Rule to which that Interpretive Notice applies.

Huchko denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph and calls for strict proof
thereof.

28.

NFA contacted a sample of customers who had transfelred their accounts
flom Pioneer to Windsor. As part of this sample, NFA contacted customer Roberge,
whose account was kansfetred from Pioneer to Windsor on February 24' 2009, Roberge
had invested over $645,000 with Pioneer, and his account had a net liquidating value of
about $370000 when it was transferred to Windsor. Roberge was charged over $600,000
in commissions and fees during the approximate seven-month period his account was
introduced by Pioneer and Windsor, of which nearly $400,000 was attributable to when
his account was introduced by Windsor.
ANSWERT Huchko lacks inlormation suf{icient to admit or deny allegations
regarding NFA's interviewe with the sample of customers who had transferred their
accounts fiom Pioneer to Windsor, and accordingly denies those allegations and calls

for strict proof thereof. Huchko admits the allegations related to the kansfer of

Roberge's account from Pioneer to Windsor. Huchko admits that Robelge was charged

commissions and fees with Windsor, but dmies that the trading in Roberge's account
g:ves rise to rule violations by Huchko, Huchko states that the Etatements for Roberge's
account speak for themselves.

29.

Roberge's broker at both Pioneer and Windsor was Silverman, Roberge
relied entirely on Silverman's trade recommendations and agreed to trade whatever
Silverman told him was "going to go up."

ANSWE4: Huchko admits that Roberge's broker at Windsor and Pioneer was
Silverman. Huchko lacks informaiion sufficient to admit or deny allegations regarding
Roberge's actual dependence upon trading advice ftom Silverman, and accordingly
denies those allegations and calls for sh'ict proof thereof.

30.

Silverman placed extremely large spread positions in Roberge's account'
At the time Silverman placed these Iarge spread positions in Roberge's account,
Roberge did not know what spreads wele or that he was even trading them. Roberge
frequently felt pressured by Silverman to invest mor€ money and Silverman told
Roberge that if he invested mote money/ he could make back the losses he had
incurred.

ANSWER: Huchko states that the trading in Roberge's account speaks fol itself,

but denies that such trading gives rise to rule vioiations by Huchko' Huchko lacks
inJormation sufficient to admit or deny allegafions regarding Roberge's knowledge of
spreads to the extent

it

might have differed from what he inlormed Huchko, and

accordingly denies those allegations and calle for strict proof thereof. Huchko lacks
inJolmation sufficient to admit or deny allegations regarding what Roberge might have
"

tel(

and accordingiy denies those allegations and calls

IJ

for sh'ict proof

thereof.

Huchko affitmatively states that Roberge was inIotmed of reievant risks, objectives,
cosis, and the like.

31.

Windsor regularly generated substantial commission charges in Roberge's
account. On one day alone in February 200% which happens to be the day after
Roberge's account transfeued to Windsot, Roberge was charged $68,021 in
commissions and fees,

ANSWBR: Huchko admits that Roberge was charged commissions and

fees.

Huchko states that the activity in Roberge s account speaks for itself, but denies the
implication that such activity gives rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

32,

The egregious commission activity employed by Windsor in Roberge's
account can be further illustrated by the chart below;
February 2009 (5 trading days)

979,014

March 2009

M733+

April2009

fi69,119

May 2009

$137,438

June2009 (10 trading days)

959,412

ANSWER: Huchko states that the hading activity in Roberge's account speaks
for itself, but denies that such activity gives ri6e to any rule violations by Huchko,

33.

Furthermore, when NFA asked Robelge if he knew about the extremely
large commission chalges, Roberge said he was not aware ol them because he did not
know how to tead his account statements.

A-I!SI4IEB: Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regalding NFA's interview of Roberge, and accordingly denies those allegations and
calls

for strict proof thereof,

Respondent aflitmatively states that each Windsor
l{

customer

is

provided account statements and other requisite documents and

infolmation, and is explained the importance of reviewing thoge documents and
information, and the fact that Roberge failed to do so

- and/ or did not tell Windsor

he

did not do so - does not give lise to any rule violations by Huchko.

34,

Not only was it difficult lor Roberge's trading to be profifable because of
the amount of commission and fee charges he had to overcome, but abusive trading
practices employed by Windsor and Silverman placed Roberge at a further
disadvantage. On numerous occasions, Windsor and Silveman closed Roberge out of
marginally profitable cali spreado only to reinitiate very similar spreads a few days latel
at much higher strike prices.

ANSWEB: Huchko admits that Windsor and Silverman devised trading
practices for their customets at the request of their customers. Huchko denies thai these

trading practices were "abusive" and "placed Roberge at a further disadvantage."
Huchko denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph.

35.

For lnstance, on May 7,2009, Roberge's trading account showed the

following trades which offset existing positions:
.
Sold 720 Lot AUG09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices of
161 and768,

.

Sold 120 Lot AUG09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices of
170 and177.

ANSWBR: Huchko states that tradlng in Roberge's account speaks for itseif, but
denies that such trading gives rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

36.

One week later, on May 15, 2009, Silverman placed the following tlade in
Roberge's account:
Purchased 200 Lot AUG09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices
of 183 and 190 ("May 15 trade")'

.

lc

ANSWER: Huchko states that trading in Roberge's account speaks for itself, but denies
that such kading gives rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

37.

The May 15 trade alone resulted in Roberge having to pay additional
commissions and fees of nearly $40,000. In addition, if Silverman was still bullish on the
gasoline market, as the May 15 trade suggested, Roberge's previous positions were
much more likely to be prolitable since the May 15 kadds strike prices were
slgnificantly higher than the previous positions' As suclL the May 15 trade made no
financial sense othet than to generate additional commissions for Windsor and
Silverman.
ANSWER: Huchko states that the hading in Roberge's account speaks for itself
Respondent denies that the May 15 kade "made no financial sense," and denies that
such trading gives tise to rule violatiorra by Huchko,

38.

NFA found other activity in Roberge's account that placed him at

a

significant disadvantage. For example, as part of the audit, NFA leviewed the activity
in Windsor/s errot account, NFA noticed that on February 25,2009 a lal'ge position, viz.,
a L11 lot JUL09 Corn Bull Call Spread 3.90 - 4.40 (" ertor h'ade") was moved from
Roberge's account to Windsor's erlor account. The following day the error trade was
liquidated at a profit of nearly $14000 for Windsor. (In fact, the euor trade had an
untealized ga.in of over 910,000 even before it was removed from Roberge's account and
transferred to Windsor's error account, virtually assuring Windsor a significant Profit
on the error trade.)

ANSIIIEB: Huchko lacks information sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding the internal conduct or findings of NFA's investigations, and accordingly
denies those allegations and cal1s for strict proof theleof. Huchko states that tading in
Roberge's account and the referenced error trade ttansactions speak for themselves but
denies that such trading gives rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

39.

Huchko told NFA that the so-called errot trade, which was placed in
Roberge's account on February 25, had the same strike price as an existing spread
position (140 1ot JUL09 Corn Bull Ca1l Spread 4.40-5.40) that was already in Roberge's
lo

account ("initial tfade"). Thus, the error trade resulted in the partial liquidation of the
buy side of the initial ffade, Huchko claimed that this liquidation was unintended and
that was why Windsor moved the error trade into Windsor's error account,

ANSWER: Huchko generaily admits that he discussed the error trade with NFA
auditots, but affirmatively states that the sunmary of such intewiew in this paragraph
does not accurately reflect the

full discussion. Huchko denies that any of the statements

made during the discussion indicates any rule violations by Huchko.

40.

On the very same day that the error trade was transferred from Roberge's
account into Windsor's error account, Windsor placed another 111 lot ]UL09 Corn Bull
Call Spread ("replacement trade") in Roberge's account/ with slightly higher strike
pfices. Because the strike prices on the error trade were lower than the strike prices on
the replacement trade, the error trade had a much greater probability oI being profitable
than the replacement trade and, in fact, was profitable, as noted above. Moreover; the
error trade cost $7,000 less than the rePlacement trade. Furthermore, because the
replacement trade - unlike the error trade - did not close out any existing positions in
Roberge's account, Windsor was able to charge commissions on both legs of the
replacement trade resulting in additional unnecessary commisgion charges of nearly
$11,000 to Roberge's account,

ANSWER: Huchko states that the hading in Roberge's account and the
referenced error trade ffansactions speak for themselves but denies that such trading
gives rise to rule violations by Huchko, Huchko denies the remaining allegatiors in this

paragraph.

47.

The foregoing circumstances shongly suggest that the so-called errot
trade was not an error at all, as Windsor ultimately profited from this trade, and also
generated additional commissions for itself by instituting the replacement trade for
Roberge, without provldlng hlm with any additional benefit.

ANSI4IER: Huchko states that the trading in Robergds account and

the

referenced error trade transactions speak for themselves but denies that such trading

gives rise to rule violations by Huchko, and denies that the errot "was not an etror
trade at

a11."

42,

Elijah Garner ("Garner") was another victim of abusive trading practices
used by Windsor and AP Niman. Garner opened an account through Pioneer in
February 2009. Garner invested $4,000 when he opened his account at Pioneer, and ihe
net liquidating value of his account was about $3,200 when it was transferred to
Windsor. Gatner incurred a net loss of $460 when his account closed in July 2009.
ANSWER: Huchko admits the allegations regarding the transfer of the account

of Elijah Garner ("Gamer") from Pioneer to Windsor. Huchko admits that Garner's
account suffered losses and that Garner closed his account with Windsor, but denies

that the tuading in Garner's account gives rise to lule violations by Huchko. Huchko
denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph.

43.

One example of a trade in Garne/s account that made very little financial

sense other than to generate additional commissions for Windsor and Niman occurred
on March 26, 2009, when Windsor made the following trade for Garney's account:

.

Sold 4 Lot |UN09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices of 153
and 160.

ANSWER: Huchko states that the trading in Garner/s account speaks for itself.
Respondent denies that certain components of these frades "made very little financial
sense," and denies that such trading gives rise to rule violations by Huchko,

44. The next day, Windsor made the following trade for Garner's account
which offset existing positions:
.
Putchased 2 Lot JUL09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices of
17"1 and178.
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ANSWER: Huchko admits that the referenced tuading occurred in Garner's
account, among other trades, but denies that such trading gives rise to rule violations by

Huchko.

45.

Both of the above trades had several months until expiration, so any
upward movement in the underlying gasoline market would have benefitted both
positions. However, while the initial trade was exited for about a $1,100 Profit - if it had
not be sold, it likely would have been much more profitable for Garner than the second
trade since the value of the underlying futures contract rose steadily until both legs
were in the money. Garner was also disadvantaged by the second trade since the strike
prices fof the |uly RBOB spread were substantially higher than the strike pfices lor the
june RBOB Spread, requiring a much higher movement in the underlying futures
contract's price. Windsor and Niman engaged in a similar series of trades in May 2009
when they liquidated a trade in Garner's account and acqtrired a similar position with
even higher shike ptices a few days later.

ANSWIR: Huchko

states that the trading in Garner's account speaks {or itself,

but denies that such trading grves rise to any rule violations by Huchko.

46.

Tom Rogers ("Rogers") was another victim of abusive trading practices
used by Windsor and Niman. Rogers opened an account through Pioneer in January
2009, with an investrnent of $3,000. Rogers' account transferred to Windsor on February
24,2009 with an approximate net liquidating value of $2480. Windsor charged Rogers'
account a total of $2,575 in commissions and fees, which represented'104% of the total
net liquidating value of Rogers' account since he did not invest any additional funds
with Windsor. When Rogers closed his account on August 25,2009, he had an ending
equity oI only $821.
ANSWER: Huchko adrnits the allegations regatding the transfer of Tom Rogers'
("Rogers") account fiom Pioneer to Windsor. Huchko admits that Rogers was charged
commissions and fees and that Rogers closed his account with Windsor, but denies that
the kading in Rogers'account gives rise to rule violations by Huchko, Huchko denies
the lemaining allegations in this paragraph,
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47.

Like customers, Roberge and Garner, Windsor and Niman closed Rogers
out o{ marginally profitable call spreads only to reinitiate very similar spreads a few
days later at much higher strike prices, To illustrate, on May 1L,2009, Rogers exited a 4
lot JUL09 RBOB Buil Call Spread with strike prices of 174 and 181. Just four days later,
on May 15, Windsor placed a very similar position in Rogers' account, viz,, a 4 Lot
AUG09 RBOB Bull Call Spread with strike prices of 191 and 19& and charged him
commissions and fees of nearly $800, If Niman remained bullish in the undedying
RBOB market, Rogers' original spread (JUL09) offered a greater probability of profit
due to its lower sttike prices. However, by exiting the initial positiorrs and acquiring
new, similar positions, Niman was able to earn additional commissiotrs and fees.
Furthermore, Rogers had to overcome the commission and fee chalges in order to break
even.

ANSWER: Huchko states that the irading in the rcferenced accounts speaks for
itself, but denies that such trading gives rise to any rule violationg by Huchko.

48,

By reason of the foregoing acts and omissions, Windsor, Silverman and
Niman are charged with violations of NFA Compliance Rule ?4.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that he violated the Compliance Rule referenced in
this paragraph and calls for strict proof thereof.

COUNTIIT
VIOLATION OF NFA FINANCIAL REQUIREMBNTS SECTIONS 4 AND 5(a) AND
NFA COMPLIANCE RULE 2-10r ALLOWING EQUITYWITHDRAWALS WHEN
WINDSOI{S ANC WAS UNDER THE EQUITY WITHDRAWAL RESTRICTION,
FAILING TO CALCULATE NET CAPITAL PROPERLY, FAILING TO MAINTAIN
REQUIRED MINIMUM ANC;AND FAILING TO MAINTAIN CURRENT BOOKS
AND RECORDS,

49.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 7,17, 13, and 14 are
realleged as paragraph 49.

ANSWER: Huchko incorpolates by reference his responses to the allegations in
patagraphs 1-48.

50.

Windsor failed to maintain complete, current, and accurate financial
20

recordsi failed to calculate required net capital properly (i.e., Windsor used the
minimum requirement of $45,000 rather than the requirement provided Ior under NFA
Financial Requirements Section S(a)(iii), which is based on the number of APs it
employed) misclassified a $50000 non-cutrent asset as cutrent and failed to accrue for
all iiabilities; failed to maintain requir.ed AN9 failed to give telegraphic notice to NFA
of its failure to maintain complete, current, and accurate linancial records and required
ANC; and allowed multiple capital withdrawals when its ANC was below the equity
withdrawal restriction level.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that Windso/s conduct violated NF,{s Financial
Requirements and denies that the instances cited constitute violations

of

NFA's

Financial Requirements. Huchko denies that Windso/s conduct violated the
Cornpliance Rule referenced

in this paragraph and denies that the

constitute violations of the Compliance Rule referenced

instances cited

in this paragraph. Huchko

further denies any liability for these alleged violations.

51.

By reason of the foregoing acts and omissions, Windsor is charged with
violations oI NFA Financial Requirements Sections 4 and 5(a) and NFA Compliance
Rule 2-10.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that Windsor violated the Compliance
referenced

in this

Rule

paragraph and denies that Windsor violated the Financial

Requirements refelenced in this section. Huchko further denies any liability Ior these
alleged violations.

COUNTIV
VIoLATION OF NfA COMPLIANCE RULB 2-2(f): PRoVIDING FALSE
INFORMATION TO NFA REGARDING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
BYWINDSOR.

52.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 8 are realleged

paragraph 52.

21,

as

ANSWER: Huchko incorporates by reference his responses to the ailegations in
paragraphs 1-51.

53.

In light of the abusive trading practices alleged abovg NFA

discussed
customer complaints with Huchko during a visit to Windsor's office in October 2009. At
that time, Huchko stated that Windsor had not received any customer complaints since
NFA's March 2009 visit. NFA again asked Huchko during a conJerence call on
November' 5, 2009 if Windsor had received any customer complaints' Huchko again
stated that Windsor had not received any customer complaints since NFA's March 2009
visit to the firm.

ANSWER: Huchko lacks inJolmation sufficient to admit or deny allegations
regarding the reason for NF,{s visit to his office and the basis therefor, and accordingly
denies those allegations and call for strict proof thereof. Huchko generally admits that

he discussed customer complaints and related topics with NFA auditors, but
affilmatively states that the summary of such interviews in this paragraph does not
accurately reflect the

full discussions. Huchko denies that any of the statements made

during those discussions indicate any rule violations by Huchko.

54.

However, contrary to Huchko's representations, a number oI Windsor
customers had complained to Windsor about the trading in their accounts. For example,
Roberge complained to Windsor about the trading in his account and was offered a
settlement of $75,000, which he did not accept, Another Windsor customeri Gregory
Hoff ('HoffJ, also complained to Windsor about his account and was refunded
commissions of approximately $800, although this commission refund was not reflected
in Hoffs account statements. Additionally, on September LA, 20A9, Hoff signed a
settlement agreement with Windsor which was signed by Huchko and notarized by
Campise.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that the instances cited constitute violations of NFA's
Compliance Rule.

JC.

By reason of the folegoing acts and omissions, Windsor and Huchko are
22

charged with violations of NFA Compliance Rule 2-2(I).

ANQV{EB: Huchko denies that he violated the Compliance Rule leferenced in
this paragraph.

COUNTV
VIOLATION OF NFA COMPLIANCE RULE 2-9: FAILING TO SUPERVISE APS'
DEALINGS WITH CUSTOMERS AND THE TRADE RECOMMENDATIONS THEY
MADE TO CUSTOMERS TO ENSURE THATTHEYDID NOT CAUSE HARMTO
cusToMERs ANp CoMPI,IED WITH NFA REOUIREMENTS.

56,
as

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 ttuough 7 and 10 are realleged

paragraph 56.

ANSIAIER: lluchko incolPorates by reference his responses to the allegations in
paragraphs 1-55.

57.

Huchko and Campise failed to supervise Windsor employees. At the time
oI NFA s audit, Windsor employed four disciplined APs, including Glegory Atz
('Atz"). Despite Atz's disciplinary historp Huchko allowecl him to work unsupervised
in a private office separate from the main broker area, Additionally, Huchko and
Campise - who were reeponeible for supervising saies solicitations at Windsor - spent
much of their time in their offices, which were situated away from the main broker
room and, therefore, were unable to observe Windsor's brokers or monitor their sales
solicitations.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that he failed to supervise Windsor employees.
Huchko admits the allegation regarding Atz, but denies that his supervisory conduct

was improper or insufficient. Huchko denies the remaining allegation

in

this

paragraph.

58.

During fieldwork, NFA sta(f overheard Windsol APs speaking to
customers in Spanish. However, neither Huchko nor Campise is able to speak or
understand Spanish, As such, they were unable to adequately supervise and monitor
the sales solicitations that were spoken in Spanish to determine if such sales solicitations
complied with NFA's sales practice rules.

l3

ANSWBR: Huchko lacks infolmation sufficient to admit or deny what NFA
employees might have heard. Huchko denies that the referenced instances constitute a

failule to supervise.

59.

Windsor, Huchko and Campise also completely and utterly failed to
supervise Silverman and Niman's dealings with customers and the tr ade
recommendations they made to customers to ensure that they did not cause hatm to
customers and complied with NFA Requirements.
ANSWER: Huchko denies the allegations in this paragraph.

60.
Campise are

By reason of the foregoing acts and omissions, Windsor, Huchko and
charged with violations of NFA Compliance Rule 2-9.

ANSWER: Huchko denies that he violated the Compliance Rule referenced in
this paragraph and cails for strict proof thereof.

Any allegation not specifically admitted herein is hereby denied.
WIIEREFORE, Respondent Stephen F. Huchko respectfully requests that the
Complaint against him be dismissed in its entirety.

Dated: Mav 21.2010

Respectfu

lly submitted,

STEPHENF. HUCHKO

Harris L. Kay
Jeffry M. Henderson
HENDERSON &LYMAN
175 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 240
Chicago, Illinois 60604
312-986-6960
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CERTTFTCATE OFSERVICE

I, Harris L, KaR certify that on May 21, ?fi10,1 caused to be served via email and
United States mail the attached Responden/s Answer upon:

National Futures Association
300 South Riverside Plaza,
Suiie 1800
Chicago, Illinois 60606
Atln: Legal Department - Docketing
docketine@nI.a.fu tures.org
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